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Letter from the President
Back from the Field:
Winter Reflections and Opportunities
Jennifer Darcangelo

I

t’s that time of year again. As the leaves and the

raindrops (hopefully) start falling, we set our tools aside and start to
quantify, summarize, edit, rewrite, and spin tales of the past.
Some of us will spend hours in the lab, counting, measuring, tagging, bagging, and carefully boxing up curated items. Some of us will
spend painstaking hours on thoughtful analysis of precious remains, then
prepare to give them back to the earth of their ancestors. Some of us are
still embroiled in controversial projects with no end in sight, or projects
with outcomes that will potentially affect the future of our profession.
Some of us are just starting a new fiscal year and it is time to argue
that archaeology is worth funding—and the materials analysis and report
need to be funded, too. Many of us are putting together proposals and
anticipating the work for 2015. Maybe the fall semester is over and you
are enjoying your winter break. It is time to plan the classes you will be
teaching or taking in the spring. Is it time to start planning another field
school? Perhaps you are working on your resume and asking yourself,
one page or two? Which publications to include?
Some of us are still out in the field surveying or digging—in the
rain.
Whatever you are doing, now is an excellent time to take a look at
what is going on in the field of California archaeology and to engage with
your professional community. Most of us are so busy doing the work that
we may miss important opportunities to shape the way we work in the
future.
We have had several issues come up in 2014 that will affect what and
how we do archaeology in California, including: “Proposed Regulations
on the Discovery, Disposition and Treatment of Native American Human
Remains and Associated Grave Goods – PRC 5097” (http://www.nahc.
ca.gov/); proposed amendments to 36 CFR 79 regarding changes to curation of archaeological materials (https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2014/11/18/2014-26839/curation-of-federally-owned-and-administered-archeological-collections); Assembly Bill 52 (see the Legislation
Liaison Report on page 14 and in the September 2014 issue of the
Newsletter); and the State Historical Resources Commission is moving
forward with the California Historical Resources Information System
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Letter from the President, cont.

Winter is an excellent time to curl up with the latest issue of California Archaeology. Photo by Jennifer Darcangelo.

update and electronic fee structure update. Most of
you are end users, and they need your input!
There will be many opportunities at the upcoming Annual Meeting in Redding to learn more (see
page 25 for information on meeting registration).
Attend a committee meeting, make an official com-

ment, and get involved! Your SCA Board will soon
be sending out a survey so that we can hear from our
membership. We look at social media from time to
time, but responding to the survey will be the best
way to let us know your thoughts. Please participate
and let us know what is important to YOU!

Letter from the Editor: Newsletter Submission Schedule Change
Peter Von der Porten, SCA Newsletter Managing Editor

S

tarting with the next issue of the

SCA Newsletter, the submission deadline will
be moved 10 days earlier to allow for more time
between deadline and publication. We strive to deliver
each issue to the SCA membership on time, and the
additional editing time will help us achieve this goal
more easily and consistently. Beginning with the
March 2015 issue, the new submission deadlines will
be as follows:
•
•
•
•

March issue – deadline February 10
June issue – deadline May 10
September issue – deadline August 10
December issue – deadline November 10
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The deadline schedule and other information for
authors can be found online at http://scahome.org/scapublications/newsletter/. Please feel free to contact me
with any questions at newsletter@scahome.org.

Newsletter Back Issues Available Online
Did you know that over 20 years of SCA
Newsletter issues are available online at the SCA website? The online archive contains almost 100 issues
and stretches from January 1992 to the present, although the most current issue is only available to SCA
members. Check out this amazing record of SCA history at http://scahome.org/sca-publications/newsletter/
past-newsletters/.
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SCA Business and Activities
2014 SCA Proceedings Now Online
Don Laylander

V

olume 28 (2014) of the Proceedings of

the Society for California Archaeology is
now available online. This volume collects papers
presented at the 48th Annual Meeting, held in Visalia,
California on March 20–23, 2014.
For the Table of Contents, visit the following
URL: http://scahome.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/
Proceedings.28TitleContents.2.pdf.

For the indices, visit the following URL: http://
scahome.org/sca-publications/articles-of-the-scaproceedings/.
Thanks to the authors, associate editors, and
Executive Director Denise Wills for making this happen.

Southern Data Sharing Meeting Reflection
Noelle C.S. Shaver, Southern Vice President

T

of papers with the Northern Data Sharing meeting,
free camping at Guajome Regional Park, a poster
Meeting was held on October 4th at Mission
display by the Cal State Fullerton’s Cooper Center,
San Luis Rey in Oceanside, California. Despite a
and a guided tour of the Mission provided by San Luis
warmer than average day, attendance reached record
Rey Band tribal Chairman Mel Vernon and Museum
numbers—with over 75 participants! The event also
Director, Brother Christopher Best.
included a catered breakfast and lunch, a raffle of ten
In celebration of Archaeology Month, the
free student memberships, an interactive exchange
meeting was initiated with a proclamation from the City of Vista to the SCA
and the San Luis Rey Band declaring
October as Archaeology Month within
the municipality. This was followed by
interactive papers with the Northern Data
Sharing meeting beginning with Trish
Fernandez’s discussion of the SCA’s revisions to its standards and ethics followed
by Sandra Pentney’s status update of the
SCA’s climate study in San Diego County.
Don Laylander offered insights into prehistoric settlement patterns as evidenced
by habitation site density, demography,
and territoriality. Dr. Paul Chace, Richard
Carrico, and Dr. Aharon Sasson provided
Meeting participants during a break. Photo by Noelle Shaver.
detailed accountings of independent ethhis year’s Southern Data Sharing
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.
contribution to this year’s event; SCA Secretary Amy
nographic, historical, archaeological, and zooarchaeoGusick and Northern Vice-President Michelle Cross
logical research of San Diego Presidio collections that
for establishing the interactive platform between Data
are providing new insights into consumption, behavior,
Sharing Meetings; SCA Past-President Rick Fitzgerald
economics, and tribal relationships between Presidio
and President-Elect Mark Hylkema for traveling from
inhabitants and the surrounding communities. Isabel
the north (and braving LA traffic) to participate in the
Cordova and Christine Lambert highlighted the remeeting; Megan Wilson-Thuler of the Cooper Center
cent discovery of intact features identified at depth
for an engaging poster display on artifact chronology;
in southeastern San Diego County, which included
Kathryn Causee, Director of the Old Mission San Luis
geoarchaeological analysis pertaining to the nature of
Rey Retreat Center, for her assistance and support of
depositional processes. Linda Bentz discussed current
this year’s event; and Mel Vernon and Brother Chris
research related to the historic-period Chinese abalofor providing an engaging free tour of the Mission to
ne industry on California’s Channel Islands while Jeff
this year’s participants.
Mengers outlined research challenges resulting from
It’s been my honor and pleasure to serve as the
the discovery of an isolated maritime vessel inadverSCA’s representative for the southern region. Our
tently encountered along San Diego’s waterfront. Dr.
membership truly makes the difference!
Ad Muniz, Hal Mirsky, and Dr. Margie Burton announced a new digital platform for archaeological information sharing that will
soon be introduced to the
professional community.
The day’s session concluded with a film screening of
Freedom’s Desert as presented by Bureau of Land
Management archaeologist George Kline, which
highlighted historical and
archaeological
research
of Patton’s WWII Desert
Training Camp.
On behalf of the
SCA, I would personally
like to thank the presenters as well as Terry Jones,
Richard Carrico, and Tom
Origer for their support of
student membership; Steve
Harvey for recommending and coordinating the SCA and San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians representatives receive the
Mission reservation and Proclamation from the City of Vista declaring October Archaeology Month within
the municipality. Left to right: Mel Vernon, Mark Hylkema, Dave Cowles (City of
tour; Paul Chace for his
Vista councilman), and Annemarie Cox. Photo by Noelle Shaver.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.

Northern Data Sharing Meeting Reflection
Michelle Cross, Northern Vice President

T

pate in the SCA organization. The group was then
welcomed by Gregg Castro, Co-Chair of the Native
was held on October 4, 2014 at Sierra College
American Programs Committee and John Nadolski
in Rocklin. Roughly 80 participants made the journey
of Sierra College. The program continued with a preto the foothills of Sacramento for a weekend of arsentation by Steve Hilton of California State Parks
chaeological discussion and networking. The program
and Mark Selverston of the Anthropological Studies
included 12 presentations on a variety of topics and
Center on the Empire Mine in Grass Valley. This preissues relevant to California archaeology, and presentsentation served as a preview for Sunday’s field trip to
ers were drawn from academia, cultural resources
Empire Mine State Park, led by Steve and Mark.
management firms, and private consultancies. SCA
After a quick morning break, the next two premembers from all over the state attended, including
sentations were given in a format that had not been
a large group of students from California State
implemented at any of the previous Data Sharing
University Chico. A huge thank you to Kevin Dalton
Meetings. Because the Northern and Southern Data
of Chico State for bringing his class to the meeting for
Sharing Meetings fell on the same day, and in the
the third year in row! The SCA truly appreciates your
spirit of collaboration and sharing across the state,
support and the student participation.
one presentation from each of the Data Sharing
The morning started with a beautiful spread of
Meetings was broadcast live to the other group.
coffee, pastries, and fruit. Northern Vice President
First, Trish Fernandez, Chair of the Standards and
Michelle Cross and SCA President Jennifer Darcangelo
Ethic Committee, presented from the Northern Data
opened the meeting with words of welcome, discusSharing Meeting on SCA standards and ethics. Then,
sion of Archaeology Month, and requests to particiSandra Penteny and Richard Shultz presented
from the Southern Data Sharing Meeting on
the work that the Climate Change Committee
has been doing along the San Diego Coast and
discussed the upcoming surveys planned for
San Diego County. The technology mostly
worked and was a huge success. Both groups
were able to interact, ask questions, and present their data in real-time.
The next three presentations focused on
a variety of different subjects. First, Ashley
Hallock of Cardno ENTRIX presented on
the experimental extraction of salt and the
role of salt in prehistoric California. Then,
Maximillian van Rensselaer presented a
very thoughtful discussion regarding indigenous perspectives on archaeology. Finally,
Ashley Hallock presenting at Sierra College. Photo by Michelle
Cross.
John Schlagheck of Holman and Associates
he Northern Data Sharing Meeting
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.
presented on a nineteenth-century lighter from
Yerba Buena Cove and displayed a scale model of the lighter to the group.
Lunch was a catered feast of chicken
and vegetarian fajitas, tortilla chips, beans,
rice, waters, sodas, and cookies. The Maidu
Museum of Roseville offered a free tour and
presentation to the attendees during the lunch
break, although many opted to stretch out on
the lawn in front of Weaver Hall and enjoy the
beautiful weather.
After lunch, Mark Arsenault of Humboldt
Lunch time was a great time for people to enjoy the warm fall
State University gave us an overview of social weather of Rocklin and catch up with friends and colleagues.
drug consumption in the New River Mining Photo by Michelle Cross.
District, followed by Theadora Fuerstenberg
After the day’s presentations, participants
of Pacific Legacy, Inc. and Katie Vallaire, Consultant,
gathered at the Out of Bounds Brewery in Rocklin.
who discussed their archaeological research on landConversations continued about the day’s papers, and
filling in Marysville. Shelly Davis-King of Daviseveryone took the opportunity to network and catch
King & Associates, with co-presenters Ross Gralia,
up with friends. Beer, wood-fired pizza, and rousMaiya Gralia, Denise Jaffke, and Tom Mills, preing games of corn hole and ping pong ensued. This
sented an intriguing study on relocating and rephotowas followed on Sunday by a behind-the-scenes tour
graphing historic Indian sites. This presentation garof Empire Mine in Grass Valley by Steve Hilton and
nered the most questions of the day and led to a lively
Mark Selverston. Thanks go to State Parks, which gradiscussion of how to implement the techniques preciously donated free parking and access to the mine to
sented. Katy Guyon of the San Francisco Municipal
all those who attended.
Transportation Authority (SFMTA), presented on
My sincerest thank you goes out to John
the searchable historic photographs of San Francisco
Nadolski of Sierra College and GFY Consulting for
available online through the SFMTA’s website. A rafdonating and securing the meeting location at Sierra
fle was then held to award five student SCA memberCollege, Joshua Peabody of Cardno ENTRIX for alships courtesy of Origer and Associates. The students
lowing me the time during work hours to organize
who won memberships were incredibly thankful.
the event, and Trish Fernandez and Ashley Hallock of
The meeting was closed out by two presentaCardno ENTRIX for helping me with the organization
tions on current research in California. First, Susan
and last-minute setup details.
Talcott, Gregory Burns, and Jelmer Eerkens of UC
I look forward to organizing the 2015 Northern
Davis, discussed the identification of patterns of inData Sharing meeting and am welcoming suggestergroup violence in California using pXRF analysis
tions now! Please feel free to contact me via email at
of embedded projectiles of human bone. This was folmichelle.cross@stantec.com or via phone at (916)
lowed by Alexandra Greenwald with Jelmer Eerkens,
807-0976 with your thoughts and or ability to host the
also of UC Davis, who discussed stable isotope meameeting at your affiliated facility.
sures of childhood diet and evidence of child foraging
in prehistoric Central California.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.

Dave Fredrickson Quilt to be Raffled at the 2015 Annual Meeting
Tom Origer

T

he Bennyhoff Award committee is

pleased to announce that a quilt made from
Dave Fredrickson's extensive fabric cache will be
raffled off at the SCA 2015 Annual Meeting. As many
of you know, Dave was a creative guy and one outlet
of his creativity was sewing, specifically quilting. To
the very end, Dave showed off and talked about his
quilts.
About two years ago, some of us decided to create a quilt using Dave's fabric, which he and his family bequeathed to us. The quilt will be offered at the
upcoming Annual Meeting as an item to raise funds
for the Bennyhoff Award, a cause that Dave supported
whole-heartedly. The quilt will be on display at the

Annual Meeting so that you can check it out, buy raffle tickets, and perhaps you will be the lucky one who
takes a piece of Dave home while also supporting the
Bennyhoff Award.
With your interest that will assure the project's
success, the plan is to make additional quilts that will
be available at the next several Annual Meetings. The
2016 Annual Meeting quilt will be created by the folks
at Far Western, and we're sure that the quilt they create will set the bar for the 2017 quilt.
See you at the meetings in Redding, and be prepared to participate in the Dave Fredrickson Quilt
Raffle for the Bennyhoff Award.

Dave Fredrickson quilt to be raffled off at the 2015 Annual Meeting. Photo courtesy Tom Origer.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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California Archaeology Month 2014: A Report
Annemarie Cox

A

rchaeology

Fair.

Archaeology

Symposium. Archaeology Day. Archaeology
Open House. Arch in the Park. “Archaeology of
Something” Archaeological Lecture. Regardless of
what the event was called, thank you. Thank you for
putting in time, effort, imagination, and—if you were
flintknapping—your blood, sweat, and tears.
More than 40 programs were conducted throughout the state to celebrate California Archaeology
Month: 125 museums, tribal groups, organizations,
societies, agencies, firms, universities, chapters, libraries, centers, and clubs participated. More than
4,000 individuals learned new things, increased their
awareness of cultural resources in California, and became advocates for the conservation, preservation,
and interpretation of archaeological sites.
I am confident that in 2015 there will be even
more events to promote the mission of the SCA and
California Archaeology Month.

October is California Archaeology Month in
the City of Vista
SCA
Archaeology
Month
Coordinator
Annemarie Cox worked with Vista city officials, the
San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians, and State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) staff to create a proclamation declaring October as California
Archaeology Month in the City of Vista; the presentation was held at the Southern California Data Sharing
Meeting on October 4, 2014 (see photo on page 7).
The proclamation reads:
• Whereas Archaeology, a sub-discipline of
Anthropology, is the study of previous human
cultures through the material remains left behind,
• Whereas California has hundreds of thousands
of archaeology sites and cultural landscapes,
including villages; hunting, gathering, and fishing
areas; religious and ceremonial locations; and
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014

The Arch in the Park event held by the San Diego
Archaeological Center. Photo by Alice Brewster.

trails and rock art sites, with a cultural complexity
unmatched in North America,
• Whereas the Society for California Archaeology
is a nonprofit scientific and educational organization dedicated to the research, understanding,
interpretation, and conservation of the heritage
of California and the regions that surround and
pertain to it, and the proud sponsor of California
Archaeology Month,
• Whereas the theme for California Archaeology
Month 2014 is “In the Shadow of Giants,” acknowledging the majestic trees, soaring mountains, and
deep canyons of California, as well as the many
tribes, archaeologists, and ethnographers throughout the state,
• Whereas Vista and the surrounding areas are home
to the San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians,
in which their Ancestors tell us that from the
beginning of time “the people ‘ataaxum’” have
always occupied the San Luis Rey Valley, including
the coastline, the neighboring lagoons, the oak
forest, the lush meadows, the vernal springs, and
the creeks and rivers to the north and south of the
valley, creating extensive deposits of artifacts, remarkable rock art, and rich oral histories,
• Therefore the City of Vista proclaims October as
California Archaeology Month.
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Archaeology Month at the San Diego Archaeological Center
Cara Ratner

T

he San Diego Archaeological Center

would like to give its sincerest thank you to the
Society for California Archaeology for its generous
grant that allowed us to run a hands-on activity at the
annual "Arch in the Park" event organized by the San
Diego County Archaeological Society. The activity
we ran involved sand layering. Children and adults
sequentially filled a plastic vial with four layers of
colored sand and small “artifacts.” The “artifacts”
included stone pressure flakes (created by expert flintknapper Victor Herrera) representing the prehistoric
period, and blue/green sea glass fragments (purchased
from a craft store) representing historic-period glass

bottles. Children and adults were guided in layering
the sand and “artifacts” in a correct chronological order. Once complete, we used their completed
sand-layered vial to discuss the law of stratigraphy,
in which the bottom-to-top order of layers in a stratigraphic sequence provides a timeline of past events.
Each person kept their stratigraphy vial as a lesson
on the importance of stratigraphy to archaeologists.
We reached 75 people at this event and helped spread
the word on the importance of archaeology to many
excited children and adults.

Children layer sand and "artifacts" in vials to learn about stratigraphy at Arch in the Park. Photo by Cara Ratner.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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Legislation Liaison Report
Samantha Schell

G

overnor

Brown

signed

AB

52,

amending CEQA, into law in September
2014. The amendment goes into effect January 1,
2015. By July 1, 2016, the Native American Heritage
Commission is required to provide each Native
American tribe with contact information for all public
agencies that may be a lead under CEQA within each
tribe’s traditional geographic area.
The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
(OPR) is beginning to meet informally with other state
agencies to hear their initial reactions to the CEQA
changes. Sometime next year, OPR will likely schedule meetings and outreach for a broader set of stakeholders. Until then, the best way for stakeholders to
keep up-to-date is to sign up for the CEQA Guidelines
listserv through OPR's website by clicking on the last
link at http://www.opr.ca.gov/s_ceqaguidelines.php.

Signed State Legislation
Assembly Bill (AB) 52 - Sacred Sites/Tribal
Cultural Resources
Sponsor: Assemblyman Mike Gatto
Status: Introduced December 2012
Recent Actions: Signed into law by Governor
Brown, September 2014
It is in the best interest of the SCA and our membership to fully and robustly participate in this process. Hearings will, in part, determine implementation
of the bill. More updates will follow when information
becomes available.

Society for Historical Archaeology Liaison Report
Karen K. Swope

T

he latest issue of The Society for

Historical Archaeology Newsletter (Fall 2014,
47(3):13–16) contains Current Research Reports on
two California projects. John M. Foster of Greenwood
and Associates reports preliminary results of ongoing
research at Mission Soledad. Excavations in three
mission wings and the mission patio revealed the
morphology of floors and foundations as well as
the nature of artifact assemblages. Kholood AbdoHintzman of Applied EarthWorks, Inc., provided information on recent excavations in San Luis Obispo.
Structural remains and deposits related to the Mission
San Luis Obispo de Tolosa and refuse associated with
later Chinese occupation of the site were identified.
Merrick Posnansky’s Africa and Archaeology:
Empowering an Expatriate Life was reviewed in

SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014

Historical Archaeology 48(2):205–206 (2014).
Posnansky is a professor emeritus of history and anthropology at UCLA, former director of the Cotsen
Institute of Archaeology, and a recipient of SHA’s J. C.
Harrington Award in Historical Archaeology. He was
instrumental in the development of historical archaeology concerning Africa and the African diaspora.
Bill Lockhart reports that the Bottle Research
Group’s Encyclopedia of Manufacturer’s Marks on
Glass Containers, Volume C, has been uploaded to
Bill Lindsey’s Historical Bottle Website at http://
www.sha.org/bottle/makersmarks.htm. The group
performs an immense amount of work, and makes the
Encyclopedia available to researchers in .pdf format
at no charge. (If you prefer a printed option, some of
their works are available at https://www.lulu.com/.)
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California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program Activities Report
Beth and Chris Padon

T

he California Archaeological Site

Stewardship Program (CASSP) is an SCA
program that helps protect archaeological sites on
public land by training volunteer site stewards. Site
stewards work under the supervision of public agency
archaeologists, primarily from the US Forest Service
(USFS), the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and
California State Parks. Site stewards regularly visit
their assigned sites to observe and record any changes.
Since last April, CASSP conducted nine training workshops: eight volunteer training workshops
and one advanced training workshop. These workshops covered nearly the entire state, from Santa
Cruz to Needles to Bishop. On April 5-6, the Ventana
Wilderness Alliance sponsored and funded the first
workshop held at the Monterey Ranger District, Los
Padres National Forest (King City). On April 26-27,
the BLM Needles Field Office hosted its first site
stewardship workshop. State Parks Northern Buttes

District held its fourth CASSP workshop on May 1718 at Clear Lake and Anderson Marsh State Parks.
On May 31-June 1, Inyo National Forest conducted
its first site stewardship training. State Parks Sierra
District hosted its first site stewardship training on
June 21-22 at Lake Tahoe (Sugar Pine Point State
Park). Then, Eldorado National Forest in Placerville
conducted its first CASSP training on June 28-29.
The CASSP workshop at Los Padres National Forest
(Goleta) followed in July 19-20. The BLM Hollister
Field Office held its fifth CASSP workshop on August
23-24 at University of California Santa Cruz to train
volunteers for its newly acquired property, the Coast
Dairies. The BLM Bakersfield Field Office held an advanced workshop on September 20-21 at the San Luis
Obispo County Archaeological Society (SLOCAS)
curation facility. Site stewards from a number of different CASSP teams attended this workshop, which

Site stewards, agency archaeologists, and CASSP alumni at the BLM Hollister Field Office workshop. Photo by Nick Lasher.
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helped SLOCAS catalog artifacts collected years ago
from the Carrizo Plain.
A total of 169 people participated in these nine
CASSP workshops. These included 44 alumni who
previously attended a workshop, and 125 new participants. In addition, 32 public agency staff, 16 speakers,
and other guests attended.
Total funding reached $74,588, which consisted of $59,590 from the Off-Highway Motor Vehicle
Recreation (OHMVR) grant, $5,000 from the Ventana
Wilderness Alliance, and $9,998 from two State Parks
districts. In addition, new participants pay a $25 fee to
the SCA for the regular training workshops. At present count, site stewards contributed volunteer time
worth $72,777.10.
In July, the OHMVR Division announced a
$59,590 grant award to US Forest Service Region 5
for CASSP activities, 2014-2015. Again, we thank the
State Parks OHMVR Division for their continued financial support to CASSP. As soon as the paperwork
is complete between the USFS and SCA, we will start

Site stewards, SLOCAS members, and agency archaeologists at the BLM Bakersfield Field Office advanced
workshop. Photo by Beth Padon.

to schedule site stewardship workshops for next year.
Please stay tuned!
We always encourage anyone interested in site
stewardship to contact us about the program. You may
contact us by phone at (562) 427-3474 or by email at
bpadon@discoveryworks.com. Visit the CASSP web
site at http://www.cassp.org for more details.

SCA Executive Board Meeting Minutes – September 27, 2014
Amy Gusick, Secretary

Attendees

Meeting Opening

Jennifer Darcangelo, President
Mark Hylkema, President Elect
Rick Fitzgerald, Immediate Past-President
Michelle Cross, Northern California Vice President
Noelle Shaver, Southern California Vice President
John Burge, Treasurer
Amy Gusick, Secretary
Denise Wills, Executive Director

Vote: Rick Fitzgerald moves to approve last
meeting minutes, Noelle Shaver seconds the motion.
Vote: 7 yes 0 no.
Rick Fitzgerald talked to an archivist at his work
with regard to the SCA Archive Project and she advised that anything found on the Internet or that exists elsewhere, we do not need to keep in the archives.
Kimberly Cuevas is our new Fundraising Coordinator
and will take over the lead on fundraising from Rich
Olson. The Board is also considering providing cultural resources compliance webinars and workshops
to local jurisdictions for a fee.
The membership survey will be released in the
December SCA Newsletter or soon after. There will be

Presenters
Beth Padon
Cassandra Hensher
Donn Grenda
Trish Fernandez
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two phases: 1) broad issues to focus on; and 2) a more
specific focus based on Phase 1. The Board is beginning discussions with the SHPO regarding a number
of issues, including qualified staff who can review archaeological projects, and willingness to support best
management practices.

SCA Business Office Update
We have a number of workshops scheduled for
the annual meeting, including an introduction to federal and state regulations that Noelle Shaver is leading. The field trip to Church Rock is scheduled, but
we still need someone to lead it. There is also a walking tour of Old Shasta scheduled.

California Archaeological Site Stewardship
Program (CASSP) Update
Beth Pardon is talking to agencies about scheduling workshops for next year. She would also like to
use the $5,000 Archaeological Institute of America
grant to help support site stewards going to meetings, and follow up with a forum for agency archaeologists, enforcement, and volunteers. An issue the
Board would like to stress is that CASSP is integrated
into the SCA and is not a separate entity. CASSP is an
important initiative for the SCA. Students get practical experience though the site stewardships program,
sponsored by the SCA, and this gives us direct contact with the public and is a huge part of our mission
statement.
In 2014, 169 people participated in nine CASSP
workshops. These included alums (n=44) who previously attended a workshop, and 125 new participants.
In addition, there were public agency staff (n=32), and
speakers and other guests (n=16).

Annual Meeting Update
Plans for the meeting are going very smoothly.
Workshops include: osteology, 3-D scanning, state
and federal historic preservation legislation, identifying Clovis lithics, and a writing workshop for stuSCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014

dents. Our Banquet speaker is Anthony Graesch, a
student of Jeanne Arnold’s from UCLA now teaching at Connecticut College. The plenary will present
papers co-authored by Native Americans and archaeologists. So far we have confirmations from Alan
Leventhal and Shannon Tushingham, with tentative
confirmations from Kent Lightfoot and Lynn Gamble.

Archaeology Month Poster
Mark Hylkema has created a great poster showing rock art with handprints. He received permission
to use images from the private estate on which the
rock art images are located.
Jennifer Darcangelo moves to cancel the poster
contest and let Mark create the poster. Rick Fitzgerald
seconds the motion. Vote: 7 yes, 0 no.

Treasurer’s Report and Budget Discussion
The SCA still has $344,000, but we spent
$10,000 more than last year.

Update on Northern and Southern Data
Sharing Meeting Arrangements
For the Southern Data Sharing Meeting, Noelle
Shaver is seeing a lot of interest. There were over 800
hits on the final agenda on the Facebook page. There
has not been as much interest in camping. For the
Northern Data Sharing Meeting, Michelle Cross has
planned a packed day. She is having a catered breakfast and a fajita bar for lunch. Recruiters will also be
there to talk to people. There is a good diversity of
people with a mix of historic and prehistoric talks.
She has planned a tour of the Empire Mine.

Board Nominations, Award Nominations
For the Board nominations, we need to make sure
that people understand the commitment. Presidents
will go to events, need to be connected to event happenings, etc.
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Native American Programs Committee
(NAPC)
The NAPC wants to do the public session at
the Annual Meeting and incorporate the “Beyond
Borders” theme. Both NAPC and the Board want to
identify local Native Americans and send letters out
to local tribes informing them of the meeting and inviting their participation. Also, the NAPC is considering organizing a “meet and greet” for Native participants. The NACP usually sponsors five California
Indians for the meeting and they will do so again. The
committee has asked that Native American consultants who work on projects be included in the presentations and be asked for permission for their images to
be shown in presentations. The NAPC wants to open
up a discussion about Assembly Bill 52 and identify
areas of joint concern.

Professional Standards and Ethics/Advocacy
The SCA wants a call to action on best practices.
Recently, the SHPO has been willing to put best practices on their website. These would focus on how to
educate planning departments on how the ethics apply
to them. The notion of providing online trainings for
planners was mentioned and everyone liked the idea.
On the Archaeological Resources Committee, Trish
Fernandez has been interested in setting up generalized job descriptions, similar to Principal Investigator
guidelines, and trying to define processes about best
practices and regulations that need to be followed.

All of the videos will be linked through an interactive
map of the United States. This will premiere at the
2016 Society for American Archaeology (SAA) meeting, and The Archaeology Channel will be in charge of
getting everything together. The SCA is going to help
the development process by putting together two committees: (1) concept development; and (2) fundraising.
Donn and Jennifer will co-chair the committees.

2015 SAA Meeting – SCA Sponsorship/
Participation/Exhibit Booth
We have a booth at the 2015 SAAs and we need
to stock it with swag and information on participating
in the SCA.

Proceedings Update
Don Laylander indicates that we are on track for
Proceedings publishing. There were 37 entries, the
most ever.

Meeting Closing
The January Board meeting is scheduled for
January 10-11, 2015.
Jennifer Darcangelo moved to adjourn the meeting. Rick Fitzgerald seconds. Vote: 7 yes, 0 no.

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
and SCA’s 50th Anniversary
Donn Grenda phoned into the meeting to explain the Making Archaeology Public Project (MAPP)
and asked for SCA participation. MAPP was created
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the NHPA. The
concept for is to have each state make a movie to answer: “What are the most important insights into life
in the past that we have gained from CRM archaeology?” There will be a 15 minute video from each state.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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UC Santa Cruz Students Excavate at the Cowell Ranch Hay Barn
Mary Gerbic

I

n the Spring Quarter of 2014, students

get another chance to look at the barn archaeologically, so we need to do it now,” says Pat.
Before this year’s internship started, the barn
was documented and dismantled, and sound wood
was fumigated and stored for reuse on the site. One
of the most striking features of the barn was its robust construction, including a massive ridge beam that
helped preserve it for so many years.
On my first visit, I met the student interns and
toured the site. Seven 3-foot by 3-foot excavation units
had been laid out, and excavation was proceeding in
six-inch levels. Some interesting finds had already
been made. In the northeast corner of Unit #2, the
students found a rock floor with a layer of lime rock.
This was possibly the ground head’s office. The rest of
the barn, Pat said, had a dirt floor.
Unit #3 was located on the western edge of the
barn’s foundation. In its east wall, one could see the

from the University of California, Santa Cruz
(UCSC) participated in an archaeology internship.
Their project was to excavate at the Cowell Ranch
Hay Barn, a short distance north and uphill from the
2013 internship project at the Cowell Lime Works. I
visited the Hay Barn site twice in May and spoke with
the students and Pat Paramoure, the internship leader.
The Hay Barn site is located in the Cowell Lime
Works Historic District, near the entrance of the
UCSC campus. Built in the 1860s, the barn was originally used to store the lime wagons for the ranch, and
then repurposed over the years.
The Cowell Lime Works Historic District—
nominated for the National Register of Historic Places
in 2007—is the site of one of the most important early industries in Santa Cruz: the mining, processing,
and shipping of lime for the building industry. Santa
Cruz was an ideal place to establish this
industry because of the abundance of
high-quality marble rock, which is actually metamorphosed limestone. The
white marble was quarried from several locations on and around the current
UCSC campus. In the off-season, when
the weather was not conducive to mining
and hauling, the wagons were stored and
repaired in the barn.
I asked Pat what plans the
University had for this site. The plan is
to pour a slab foundation and construct
a new building to support the many environmental programs on campus. A $5
million donation from the Helen and Will
Webster Foundation is making this work
possible. There are plans to display the
artifacts found here as well. “We won’t Kaitlin Gregg excavating her unit. Photo by Elizabeth Tjoa.
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have awesome battle scars.” With depth, most of the
construction materials of the foundation: roughly
units became easier to excavate because of moister
tabular, semi-dressed local rock and some fire bricks.
soil.
At Unit #5 at the southern edge of the barn, the exWhen I returned at the end of May, work on Unit
posed foundation was about 1.5 feet wide and made
#5 had progressed by opening a second unit adjacent
of the same semi-dressed rock in Unit #3. Pat planned
to it called Unit #8. The object was to find the southto extend the excavation at Unit #5 with an adjoining
west corner of the
unit. She wanted to
barn. That day, a
find the corner of
post and a concrete
the foundation so
post mold measurthe barn’s original
ing about 4 inches
length could be verby 8 inches was unified. Pat thought
covered. The corner
the building was
of the barn was nevshortened at some
er located in Unit
point because the
#8. It is possible that
timbers were such
the foundation was
unusual
lengths.
disrupted when the
The barn may have
barn was shortened.
originally been 80
However, an intact
feet long.
harrow tine was
In Unit #4,
uncovered from the
Christine
Powell
unit sidewall.
and her team were
Most of the
finding bolts, nails,
finds were farm-reglass, and charcoal.
lated artifacts such
Earlier they had
as square nails, botfound a wagon part,
tle glass, flat glass,
more fire brick lafire brick, white
beled “CARR,” and Shane Meston (left) and Stephen Hennek admiring Unit 5. Photo by
ceramic fragments,
a portion of an em- Elizabeth Tjoa.
marine shells, anibossed platter.
mal bones, personal items like a bitters bottle, and
Two of the excavation units were placed outside
a firebrick brand never before found in Santa Cruz
the known boundary of the barn because early photos
County (...LLPS – Phillps?). Some of the objects found
of the barn showed a lean-to in this area. Digging here
may not be very old, as the barn area was in use until
was very hard work—a few of the students told me
recently.
that it was very hard work in the other units as well.
I asked some of the students about what this inThere was a heat spell in early May, and the ground
ternship opportunity meant to them. Celina Rubio, an
was “like digging through cement.” Victoria Feeney
Anthropology/History major, told me that is no field
told me she normally wore gloves while excavating,
school at UCSC aside from the internship. “If you
but this particular day she was without and “went
want experience, you have to go somewhere else, and
home with blisters from smacking clods, so now I
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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UC Santa Cruz Cowell Ranch Hay Barn archaeology internship participants. Photo by Elizabeth Tjoa.

that’s expensive. I’m really surprised that there are not
very many internships like this or field schools in the
area.” She wants to take a year and do “grunt work”
before heading to graduate school. Angela Moniz said
she’d like to go on to Sonoma State University, or a
school like it. “In Archaeology, there is something for
everybody. I have a Fine Arts degree from Monterey
Peninsula College, but they had no Anthropology.”
Kaitlin Gregg said “This is what I want to do for my
career. I’ve been recommending the internship to
everyone.”
Daunte Bell is a junior at UCSC. What made
him choose UCSC, when his home is in Southern
California? “The school had the major I wanted.
I’m a history enthusiast. When I was in high school
and doing a project, I came across Archaeology and
Ethnology under Anthropology. It’s cool that you can
do all these things in one major.” Shane Meston told
me, “I graduate in a couple weeks. It’s a pretty rough
world out there for archaeologists with experience, but
without...? I came from Santa Rosa Junior College.
I transferred. There is not much Anthropology on
campus there. There’s a big difference between the
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014

conceptual and the practice.” Victoria Feeney is a
Physical Anthropology major but wants to go to graduate school, and fieldwork is required. She found out
about the internship when Pat Paramoure spoke at
Anthropology Tea Time. “I like archaeology, but I’m
more on the skeletal osteology side. This is my last
year. I’d like to stay in Santa Cruz. It depends upon
the job market.”
Pat looks forward to the internship continuing
next year. There is a strong possibility that next year
the internship will be a 5-unit class, working around
the cabin sites on the slope southwest of the lime kilns
and cooperage.
We look forward to hearing more about this
fascinating corner of the UCSC campus. In the
meantime, you can learn more by contacting the
Friends of the Cowell Lime Works (http://limeworks.
ucsc.edu), visiting the Friends of the Cowell Lime
Works Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
pages/Friends-of-the-Cowell-Lime-Works-HistoricDistrict/343094118437) or checking the UCSC
Newscenter web page (http://news.ucsc.edu).
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The Sacramento Archeological Society Celebrates Archaeology Month at the
Maidu Museum and Historical Site
Jan Johansen

O

n Saturday, October 18, 2014, the

Sacramento Archeological Society, Inc. (SAS)
celebrated Archaeology Month in conjunction with
the Maidu Museum and Historical Site in Roseville
by conducting a tour of the Maidu Historical Site
and offering three lectures. This event “Examining
Archaeology: Looking In, Looking Back, and
Looking Under” was well-attended by about 60 individuals from SAS membership and the general public.
Sacramento Archeological Society, Inc. is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the promotion of archaeology and anthropology. We organize lectures on
varied archaeological topics and tours to archaeological sites. The event at the Maidu site was one of these
outreach activities. We support education by offering
scholarships to archaeology and anthropology students. In the past 10 years we have awarded scholar-

ships to 34 students from 11 universities. These scholarships support student attendance at field schools and
basic research. To obtain more information on SAS,
check out http://www.sacarcheology.org.
The Maidu Museum and Historical Site is located at an ancient site where Nisenan Maidu families lived for 3,000 years. The modern museum facility includes quality indoor displays, books and gifts,
Native American art, and outdoor grounds to explore.
The museum is dedicated to public education about
the Maidu peoples. One highlight of the museum is
the basket collection: Maidu weavers created coiled
baskets for many purposes. Fish traps, burden baskets, and woodpecker traps were loosely woven with a
twining technique. Today, skillful weavers are sharing
their intimate knowledge of the landscape, the spirit of
the basket, and the intricacies of weaving.

Dan Foster explaining grooved rock art at the Maidu Historical Site. Photo by Jan Johansen.
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The SAS event kicked off with a
walking tour of the Maidu Historical Site
led by Dan Foster, the archaeologist who
recorded the site with his brother John
(Foster and Foster 1983) when it was surrounded by grassland and not houses.
Dan pointed out boulders that contained
petroglyphs documented by Payen (1966).
He picked up soil from middens that had
been exposed by gophers and pointed
out bedrock mortars. Approximately
200 mortars have been noted at the site.
On the east end of the site, Dan identified deep grooved “rock art” on a boulder
grouping. The function of these grooves
remains an unresolved question. Various
opinions were offered by the group as we
examined the boulder. The stroll through
the brookside oak woodland and basalt
outcrops was very peaceful and pleasant. One could imagine village life here.
After the tour Dan gave a rock art pre- Maidu Historical Site rock art. Photo by Jan Johansen.
sentation where he talked about rock art
organization of central California prehistory and introstyles and showed pictures of rock art from various
duced the concept of cultural horizons. This Central
California sites.
California Taxonomic System still provides guidHow did the discipline of archaeology develop
ance to practitioners today. Furthermore, A Manual of
in California? People have been uncovering artifacts
Archaeological Field Methods, written by Robert F.
for centuries, but early twentieth-century archaeHeizer and published in 1949, is in its seventh edition.
ologists from the Sacramento and San Francisco
It has been the leading guide for instructors and stuBay area pioneered the study and interpretation of
dents in archaeology courses and field schools. This
California prehistory. A lecture by Gerrit Fenenga,
comprehensive guide provides an authoritative over“Looking Back at the Early History of Sacramento
view of the variety of methods used in field archaeolArchaeology,” shed light on these contributions.
ogy. Gerrit did a fabulous job relating the history of
Notables included J. B. Lilliard, Francis A. Riddell, R.
California prehistory investigation, and Californians
F. Heizer, R. K. Beardsley, and F. Fenenga. After sysshould be proud of the contributions that these local
tematic investigation of the central California regions
archaeologists made to the discipline.
of San Francisco Bay and Sacramento Delta, two paThe third speaker was John Foster. He reviewed
pers, “An Introduction to the Archeology of Central
his experiences as an underwater archaeologist. He
California” (Lillard, Heizer, and Fenenga 1939) and
highlighted several underwater investigations:
“Archaeological Horizons in Central California”
(Heizer and Fenenga 1939) laid the foundation for the
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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• Emerald Bay Underwater Park in Lake Tahoe,
where you can see a sunken “miniature fleet.”
• Brig Sterling, a sailing ship that sank in 1855 in the
Sacramento River off J Street.
• Montebello, a Union Oil Company tanker that was
sunk by a Japanese submarine on December 23,
1941 off the coast of California near Cambria.
• Ahjumawi Lava Springs Park, the location of stone
fish traps.
• Cedros Island area in Baja California where Ming
porcelain from a Manila galleon probably sunk
during a storm was found. Neither the ship nor its
pieces were ever located.
• Captain Kidd’s pirate shipwreck in the Dominican
Republic, which has been made into a Living
Museum of the Sea.
• Nuestra Señora de Begoña, a 1725 Spanish
Merchant Ship wrecked at La Caleta de Caucedo in
the Dominican Republic.
John’s most exciting find from these underwater adventures was a clump of silver coins. These coins had

been stashed in a canvas bag on the Nuestra Señora
de Begoña. Elements had destroyed the bag and the
coins had congealed into a mass. After investigation it was found that they were minted in the New
World and were undoubtedly contraband—evidence
of smuggling.
Thanks to SCA for supporting this event. Fun
events like this help us reach out to the public and
present information recovered by archaeology.
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Events Calendar
For an up-to-date list of events related to California archaeology hosted by the SCA and other groups, visit the
SCA's online events calendar at http://scahome.org/calendar-of-events/.

2015 Annual Meeting: An Update
Kaely Colligan and Denise Wills

W

e would like to send out a huge

thank you to all the SCA members who
submitted papers and posters or organized a session.
These meetings are driven by the enthusiasm and
ambition of those willing to contribute to the Society.
Without your initiative, the SCA Annual Meeting
would simply not exist. Thank you!
The 49th Annual Meeting will be held in
Redding, California from Thursday, March 12 through
Sunday, March 15.

Meeting Registration
Complete details may be found under the
“Meetings” tab on the SCA homepage (http://scahome.
org/2015-annual-meeting/) To Register, log on to your
Member’s page, and click the “Register for Events”
link. Hard copy registration forms and instructions
may be downloaded at http://scahome.org/?p=3977.
Need help? Call or email the Business Office at
office@scahome.org or (530) 342-3537.

Hotel Registration
The 2015 conference location is the dual venue
of the Red Lion Hotel and the Holiday Inn Convention
Center, which are located just steps away from one another. Meeting events and accommodations are at both
hotels. Parking is free at both hotels. Complimentary
WiFi access in guest sleeping rooms and the lobby at
both hotels. Room rates are very competitive for the
Redding area, so you’ll want to book your room early
to stay close to all the action!
Red Lion Hotel
1830 Hilltop Drive
Redding, CA 96002
(530) 221-8700
$115 Single or Double

Holiday Inn
1830 Hilltop Drive
Redding, CA 96002
(559) 738-1700
$122 Single or Double

To reserve a room at the Red Lion Hotel by Internet,
please use the following address: http://www.redlion.
com/redding and enter Reference Code: SOCI0309. To
reserve by phone, call (530) 221-8700 and use Group

Important Annual Meeting Deadlines
Monday, December 15, 2014 Early-bird registration deadline. Receive significant savings on meeting registration fees, the banquet, and Silent Auction when purchased as a package!
Monday, February 16, 2015 Deadline for volunteer fee waivers.
Monday, February 16, 2015 Mail-in and electronic pre-registration deadline with Banquet or Silent
Auction tickets.
Tuesday, February 17, 2015 Red Lion hotel reservation deadline to receive negotiated group rate.
Friday, February 20, 2015 Holiday Inn hotel reservation deadline to receive negotiated group rate.
Monday, February 23, 2015 Last day to pre-register! Electronic registration deadline, no Silent Auction or
Banquet Tickets.
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014
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Code SOCI0309. The deadline to reserve rooms at the
negotiated rate is February 17, 2015.
To reserve a room at the Holiday Inn by Internet,
please use the following address: http://www.holidayinn.com/reddingca and enter Conference Code: SCA.
For telephone reservations: (530) 221-7500 or (800)
626-1900 The deadline to reserve rooms at the negotiated rate is February 20, 2015.
Registration is open now. Space is limited, so
book early!

Important Dates
Plenary
The plenary session will be held Friday morning, March 13th, 2015. In the spirit of the “Beyond
Boundaries” theme, we have built a plenary session
featuring papers co-authored by Native Americans
and archaeologists.

Reception/Silent Auction
The 2015 Silent Auction and Wine/Beer Tasting
Event will be held on Friday, March 13th, at the Turtle
Bay Museum along the beautiful Sacramento River
overlooking the famous Sundial Bridge.

Banquet/Keynote Speaker
The 2015 SCA Awards Banquet will be held
at the Holiday Inn Ballroom, Saturday night, March
14th. Following the annual presentation of awards, we
will be welcoming Dr. Anthony Graesch as our keynote speaker.

Field Trips
• Field Trip to Church Rock, March 15, 2015,
1:00pm-3:00pm
• Field Trip to Old Shasta, March 15, 2015, 1:00-3:00
pm

Volunteer
Help! The success of the Annual Meeting and
the overall health of the SCA are directly related to the
participation and generosity of our members. Please
SCA Newsletter 48(4) – December 2014

The Sundial Bridge at Turtle Bay. Photo by Howard
Cheng.

consider supporting the organization by volunteering
for one or more of the following:
Volunteer as staff during the Annual Meeting.
Provide on-site assistance by staffing the registration desks. Help with setup and cleanup of the Silent
Auction. Be a meeting-room monitor.
Questions? Contact Volunteer Coordinator
Darren Andolina at andolinadarren@gmail.com or
(530) 908-6713.

Annual Meeting Underwriters Needed!
Help strengthen the SCA by Underwriting the
2015 Annual Meeting. Your donation will help defray
costs including hotel fees, guest speaker fees, beer/
wine tasting reception, silent auction, program printing, and many other costs involved in putting on the
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SCA 2015 Annual Meeting Contacts
Annual Meeting Local Arrangements
Elena Nilsson
URS Corp.
elena.nilsson@urs.com
Annual Meeting Program Chair
Kaely Colligan
Far Western
2015programchair@scahome.org

Silent Auction Donations
Russ Bevill
russ.bevill@urs.com
Volunteer Coordinator
Darren Andolina
andolinadarren@gmail.com
(530) 980-6713

Silent Auction Beverage Coordination
Greg Greenway
yahiyana@aol.com

Book Room Coordinators
Sannie Osborn
Susan Ungvarsky
office@scahome.org

Fundraising
Kimberly Cuevas
2015fundraising@scahome.org

SCA Business Office
Denise Wills
office@scahome.org

meeting. Contributions are accepted in any amount,
and will be acknowledged in the program booklet.
So why not help? Don’t forget, donations are fully
tax-deductible! For questions contact Kim Cuevas
at (925)407-6751 or by email at 2015fundraising@
scahome.org. Access the online form at http://scahome.
org/2015-meeting-underwriter-form/. Download the
printable form at http://scahome.org/?p=5518.

Call for SCA Awards Nominations
Each year the Society recognizes members who have
made significant contributions to the field of archaeology. Award winners are selected by the Executive
Board from nominations submitted by the membership. Please participate! Access the online form at
http://scahome.org/2014-annual-meeting/sca-meetingawards/. Download hard copy forms at http://scahome.
org/?p=5518. The deadline for awards nominations is
January 1, 2015.
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Outstanding Student Paper?
Giving a paper or poster at the SCAs? Don’t miss the
opportunity to win money, prestige, a banquet ticket,
and more! Submit your paper or poster to the SCA
Student Paper Competition by March 1, 2015. Papers
should be submitted as e-mail attachments to the SCA
Business Office (office@scahome.org). Please indicate “Student Paper Competition” in the e-mail subject line. Also please include the name of a faculty advisor in the email. Poster submissions should include
all relevant files in full layout. Download submission
guidelines at http://scahome.org/?p=3932.
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